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Goal

Approach

• Reducing cloud service downtime due to hypervisor level system maintenance e.g.
software upgrading, patching et.c

• Avoiding non-‐trivial network traffic incurred by the existing virtual machine
migration solutions
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Introduction

Apply security patches to hypervisors requires VMM module reloading which incurs
service downtime and non-‐trivial network work traffic due to VM live migration to a
different host.
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Proposed	  approach:

• Runs two hypervisors on the same physical machine for software upgrading.
• When upgrading, the virtual machines on one hypervisor can be migrated onto the

second one on the same host to reduce service downtime and network traffic.
• After the upgrading, the virtual machines can then be migrated back to the first

hypervisor.

Implementation

• Normally, KVM exposes its virtualization capabilities via a character devic e
/dev/kvm and tools like QEMU can interact with it via its APIs.

• Wemodify current KVM module code so that it can run with a second KVM module
/dev/kvm2.

• Supporting VMM coexistence
• Enable/disable CR4.VMXE bit in a cooperativeway
• Add a per-‐cpu variable to avoid making processors to enter VMX mode

multiple times.

• Weadd an option to QEMU so that it can create VMs using /dev/kvm2

• We ensure that no code dependency exists between the two VMM modules, so
that we can load/unload one KVM modulewithout affecting a second one.

Conclusion

We present TwinHype, a new solution for cloud providers, not only enabling cloud
providers to upgrade hypervisors without incurring significant downtime to their
customers, but also helping them avoid the non-‐trivial network traffic caused by
traditional migration schemes. We believe that this new model will benefit cloud
customers as well as cloud providers.

Next steps

• Performance overhead analysis for the two migrations and its improvement
• Performance overhead study for running two KVMs at the same time


